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From the Chair
For the first time in many years I have been watching
spring arrive every day in my garden. Locked down, I
have been unable to visit Bushy and Home Parks very
much as they are a bit too far away to get to the gates,
let alone have a good walk in their environs. So, my
garden has been the stand-in. It has meant I have
watched the birds hatch out and feed; that I can hear
their songs clearly (no aircraft, what a delight); watched
my planting grow and burgeon (most years I seem to
arrange holidays abroad just when the planting opens
up); and, of course, the shed is tidier than it has ever
been. The upside of this pandemic.
Despite being unable to get to the parks, as Chair of the
Friends I have been busier than ever. One reason being
that the parks are providing much-needed solace and
space for the many people who do not have gardens, or
who simply want somewhere to exercise outside. That
means many newcomers to the parks, or at least newly
using the parks on weekdays, not just weekends. Home
Park has been discovered! Those of us who have
known of its secret charms for years now find that there
are cyclists, runners and dog walkers who previously
were unaware of it. As for Bushy Park, it has become a
favourite place for south west London residents who
can no longer drive to Richmond Park or ride their bikes
there. The consequence is our two parks have become
even more popular.

incorrigible rogues. I am pleased to report that most
people have been polite, sensible, and have
appreciated and enjoyed the parks in ways that are
appropriate to these potentially fractious times. I know
this, despite not seeing it myself, because members,
volunteers, and park staff tell me it is so.
Mention of the two parks’ staff is my chance to say here
that we all are profoundly grateful for their efforts to
keep the parks open and safe for us. They may not be
immediately recognised as essential workers in the
media and by official pronouncements but, by Jove,
they are! Without the parks we would all be going
insane; as well as getting fatter.
I have realised that it is not only our government that
has some problems with mixed messages during the
pandemic. The Royal Parks had notices telling dog
walkers that dogs should be under owners’ control. That
word “should” is open to interpretation. Unsurprisingly, if
a dog is normally well-behaved and responds to a
command or whistle, the owner will contend it is under
control: if a park user tells a dog walker that ‘dogs
should be under control, which means on a lead’, then it
results in argument because the wording is ambiguous.
Well, now the deer birthing season is upon us, The
Royal Parks has issued clear wording; dogs must be on
leads in Bushy Park and Richmond Park. The same rule
has already applied to Home Park. Now, if only the
government could be as clear with messages…
As you will be only too aware, our Visitor Centre has
been closed since lockdown. It is likely to remain closed
for some time to come, because many of our volunteers
are of vulnerable age. Although secure, it has been
subject to unwelcome visitors. Occasional checks by my
colleagues, Sue Robertson and Rosemary MacColl, led
to the discovery that our famous sycamore tree stump,
which supports one end of the countertop, has been
subjected to woodworm! Sue and Rosemary thought it
was the woodpecker replica coming to life at night that
was leaving the piles of sawdust at the foot of the tree.
The tree has been taken away for treatment and will be
reinstated soon. What larks!

Popularity means someone will have something to
complain about: insufficient social distancing; too much
sweating and hard breathing by runners; not enough
signage telling people what not to do; not enough space
given at gates; and so on. I receive a constant supply of
such observations. Some respondents seem to think it
is the Friends’ role to change the bad behaviour of

Speaking of larks or skylarks, as you know we have two
areas of Bushy Park where these delightful birds nest
on the ground. The skylark is now on the red list of
threatened birds. That means it has suffered a severe
decline in the breeding population and in habitat loss. I
hope we can keep our few pairs of skylarks breeding,
and possibly increasing in the future. The song of the
skylark in Bushy Park is even more apparent because
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right now there are fewer aircraft to drown them out. I
should issue a warning; those dog walkers who don’t
keep their dogs on a lead around the skylark nesting
areas are on my ‘seeing red’ list.
Although the Visitor Centre has been closed, we have
been thinking about what we can offer instead. One of
our actions is a complete replacement of our website.
This is no simple undertaking and is absorbing a lot of
time from David Meanwell, our website editor, and yours
truly. ‘But what else would we do during the lockdown?’,
I hear you ask. The aim is to have the new website
working on its new hosting service and in its new design
in June, and then to add to it over the coming months.
We intend to have online membership applications,
online donations, and online sales of a limited number
of products, such as the calendar and Christmas cards.
This will replace some of the problems created by the
closure of the Visitor Centre.
Another thing we are trying to establish is Music for
Trees in Bushy Park. Are you aware of the mobile
phone app which The Royal Parks has created for The
Regent’s Park? This app uses the geolocating facility on
the mobile phone to identify the tree by which you are
standing in the park. It then tells you about the tree and
plays a piece of music for your entertainment. The
Regent’s Park version has music composed specially
for each tree by students from the Royal College of
Music which is located near the park. What we are
aiming to do in Bushy Park is to use the app for
information about our specimen trees. It will be based
on the collection of material which Diana Lewis, one of
our volunteer members, has put together and posted on
our Facebook page. Diana has done this in celebration
of the current Year of the Tree. Alongside the
information from Diana, another of our members, Hilary
Dodman, is hoping to engage many of the local, young

and not-so-young, musicians who she encounters as
part of her organising of the annual Teddington and
Hampton Music Festival, and the Jazz in the Park
event. We hope they will contribute some music that will
accompany each tree. If we can manage to get this app
working in the way we envisage, it will be free and will
add to the appreciation of Bushy Park.
I mention Diana Lewis’s tree
encyclopaedia
on
our
Facebook page. Seeing her
photos and descriptions has
been one of the joys of
lockdown for those of us
who have had to keep in
virtual touch with the park.
Another joy has been the
daily photos posted by Sue
Lindenberg on our Facebook page. Sue goes into
the two parks early in the
morning
and
captures
superb images of wildlife
Diana Lewis
going about its business of
breeding, nesting, nurturing, hunting, feeding and
arguing. If you haven’t been able to visit the parks, her
inspiring photos will help you to fill the gap. Thank you,
Diana and Sue.
I don’t have any stories to tell you from encounters at
the Visitor Centre. However, in this virtual life we are
living, I told one of my chums that lockdown suited the
anti-social side of my character, because it meant I did
not have to meet people or do things that I didn’t fancy.
He said that he similarly enjoyed that relief from
imposed sociability, but the one thing he really missed
was being able to cancel things.
Colin Muid

At a distance
While most of our members probably reside locally to our two parks, I suspect that there may quite a few of you who do
not. Some, like me, live a few miles away, others will be in more distant parts of our now quieter country. Some of you
will have even moved abroad but still keep in touch with the Friends through our regular newsletters and our website.
I’m lucky enough to live close to Staines Moor, our local Site of Special Scientific Interest, so I’m not totally devoid of
communication with nature.
However, unless you live locally, Covid-19 has sadly prevented you and me from enjoying our beautiful Bushy and
Home Parks; so if this is the case, do please take advantage of the various online access points to the parks, not least
the stunning photos taken nearly every day around sunrise by member Sue Lindenberg (see page 5). What a joy they
are; I can think of no better way to see what is going on with our wildlife and at the same time lift our spirits every day.
See https://www.facebook.com/pg/FriendsBushyAndHomeParks/community/?ref=page_internal
As our Chair, Colin Muid, has said above, our own Friends website https://www.fbhp.org.uk/ has recently undergone a
complete makeover. Do keep in touch with Bushy Park on The Royal Parks website https://www.royalparks.org.uk/ and
with Home Park on the Historic Royal Palaces website https://www.hrp.org.uk/.
One day we will return.
Barry Purdon
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Meeting with Phil Edwards
We were pleased that on the day in May when we went to the Stockyard so that David
could collect his oak processionary moth survey kit for this year, Phil Edwards, the
newly-installed manager of Bushy Park, was able to give us his thoughts after his first
few weeks in the job.
For the past year Phil has worked as assistant manager at The Regent’s Park, also a
Royal Park but one that contains more formal gardens, and no deer. Before that he
spent 15 years at Windsor Great Park, managing their woodland, horticultural displays
and deer park. All these places are in marked contrast to the volcanic soil of the area of
New Zealand in which he was brought up.
Prior to his official start, Phil had walked around Bushy Park on a morning in January
with Colin Muid to gain the Friends’ perspective on the landscape, its visitors and the
way it is used. By the time of his arrival in mid-April, life in the park was somewhat different. The current situation, while
throwing up unforeseen challenges, is giving him the chance to talk to staff and park users. He is aware of the necessity
to work with both gardeners and ecologists to maintain the conservation needs of the landscape. Financial
considerations will also be essential given that The Royal Parks charity has lost much of its income due to the
cancellation of many events.
Phil is keen to look at practical aspects of the park such as paths, bridges, gates and tree crates. He is also aware of the
needs of the staff, particularly in the present circumstances, where some have been furloughed and others are having to
be redeployed to deal with the increased amounts of litter. He is looking forward to working with volunteers, as well as
staff, to help visitors appreciate the park by increasing their knowledge and understanding of the landscape.
Phil is proud to have taken up the post and the Friends will be happy to help him in the task of managing the park.

News from Bushy Park
• New signs have been erected
around the skylark nesting area near
Hampton Wick Royal cricket ground.
Skylarks are in decline nationally and
within the park. If you are in control of
a dog, keep it on a short lead and stay
on the paths in this area.
• Since late March the
roads in Bushy Park
have been closed to
vehicular traffic. The
café and kiosks are now
open, in accordance
with
current
social
distancing
measures,
after being shut for several weeks.
• Arboricultural works have been carried out in several
areas of the park in recent months as part of the routine

management of the trees. The image (below left) shows
pollarding of a large willow by the side of Leg of Mutton
pond.
•
Surveys to locate nests of
the oak processionary moth
caterpillar are being carried out
over the whole park in June and
July. The nests will then be
removed by specialist operatives
using protective clothing and
equipment. If you come across
the caterpillars or their webbed
nests, please do not touch them
and keep children and pets away. Report any sightings to
the Park office on 0300 061 2250.
• Since 12 June the pedestrian gates on the western
side of the park, between Duke’s Head Passage and
Clapperstile Gate, have been closed overnight. This was
after a request from the police following anti-social
behaviour on the cricket ground at Hampton Hill. See
https://www.royalparks.org.uk/parks/bushy-park

Ticks in the parks
During spring, summer and autumn, ticks are more
numerous and more active. Park visitors are advised to
guard against tick bites by avoiding tall vegetation
(especially if wearing shorts) and by staying on well-worn
paths. Insect repellent can also be used. Check yourself
after walking in the park and remove ticks immediately.
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Ann Rosemary Sayer MBE
Ann was born on 16 October
1936 in Whitstable, Kent and
died on 15 April 2020 in
Kingston upon Thames.
Surprisingly, for a woman who
achieved so much in the
sporting world, including the
award of an MBE for services to
sport in 2005, Ann claimed to
have hated sport at school.
Fortunately, for the sporting
community, when she started her studies at Bedford
College (University of London) she thought she should
do something energetic. After rejecting swimming (she
disliked the chlorine and the cold), Ann tried and liked
rowing, and between 1960 and 1965 competed
successfully at international level.
It was however in walking, particularly the long and the
fast, where she found her true métier, what she called
her endurance gene. A chance suggestion by a friend
from the mountaineering club led them to enter for a
tough 50 mile walk, the Long Mynd Hike. At the end she
was very tired but she said, ‘these people are mad but I
want to see what they are doing’!
Ann’s next long walk was the Long Distance Walkers
Association’s (LDWA) Peakland 100 mile event. This
was a cross country challenge event with a time
allowance of 48 hours, and she finished it in a good
time. Other similar events followed. But soon came
another lure, to become a Centurion. Centurions walked
100 miles in 24 hours, albeit on a track. Although LDWA
events were open to both men and women, the 100 mile
Centurion race, and indeed all longer race walks were
open only to men, women racers being confined to
shorter races. But Ann, in her quiet fashion, persisted in
joining the longer events unofficially, and she built up
her style and speed. In May 1977 came the opportunity
to compete in a 100 mile race walk in Holland (where
rules were less rigid) and she completed the event
comfortably to become the first female Continental
Centurion. The prize was close. In October of the same
year she was allowed to compete in a 100 mile track
race in Bristol. This she completed in 20 hours 17
minutes, well within the 24 hour limit, to become the first
female British Centurion
Looking for a new challenge, Ann started to work
towards the completion of Land’s End to John O’Groats
(LEJOG). As preparation, she took on the Three Peaks
Challenge (Ben Nevis, Scafell Pike and Snowdon),
walking the full distance, 420 miles from Fort William to
Caernarvon, completing it in a record breaking 7 days
and 31 minutes.

Ann completed LEJOG in September 1980, 40 years
ago! She had a volunteer support team of 15 who
helped for varying periods. The route, 840 miles, was
the shortest possible, avoiding major roads where
feasible, and requiring 37 Ordnance Survey maps. The
schedule was to walk on average 60 miles per day
between 6am and 9pm. Ann strode out in front as she
liked to maintain the pace herself (her nickname was
Metronome Sayer) and she was given food/drink every
30 minutes. But it was not a good idea for the walking
companion to stop since it took some running to catch
her up! A dedicated volunteer took care of the sightings,
finding local people to sign a book to confirm that Ann
had indeed passed through! For her all-important feet,
Ann alternated two pairs of (innovative) trainers and
protected the feet with lanolin grease and animal wool.
The weather was mixed. On Bodmin Moor heavy rain
caused severe flooding but Ann continued past
abandoned cars, keeping to the centre of the road
where the water was shallowest. Her last day was the
longest, starting at 4am and finishing at 11.42pm, a
whopping 76 miles. She finished in 13 days 17 hours,
achieving the fastest female walk time. This gave her
the first entry in the Guinness Book of Records. Her
second entry came in 1994 when, aged 57, she became
the oldest female athlete to be selected to represent
GB, in a 200km race in France.
On a personal level Ann worked as a geologist (mainly
for BP) and lived for most of her adult life in Teddington.
Asked to name a favourite walk, she said that her local
10 km circuit going over Richmond Bridge and back
over Teddington Lock footbridge, walking along the
Thames as far as possible, never failed to delight her.
She played a full part in the local community and was
active in many spheres including, of course, the Friends
of Bushy and Home Parks. An early member of the
Friends, she took part in its events and was a
knowledgeable volunteer in the Bushy Park Information
Point. Other local interests included the Teddington
Society, the Landmark Arts Centre, Strawberry Hill
House and leading walks for Walking for Health. An
ever-willing volunteer, she would help out at all levels.
When her mobility was severely curtailed in 2019, she
moved into a local care home where she was pleased to
have a room with a view of Bushy Park and she liked to
cheer on runners on the Saturday parkrun. The last time
I saw Ann was in Bushy Park, just before the home
went into lockdown, where we undertook a test run of
her new mobility scooter (the previous one was too
slow). We had a fun time putting the new scooter
through its paces, and indeed John and I had to walk
very fast to keep up with her.
A memorial service will be arranged when constraints
on social gathering permit.
Gail Elrick
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Sharing views of the parks
Sue Lindenberg visits both Bushy and Home Parks most mornings, usually very early, to check on the wildlife and take
photographs. One of her images was included in the BBC Countryfile calendar of 2018. During the coronavirus
pandemic Sue has been putting some of her amazing pictures, along with descriptions, on the Friends Facebook page;
this has provided a comforting link with the parks for those who are unable to go there in person. Here is a selection:

Old news
London Daily News, Monday 15 July 1901

Surrey Advertiser, Saturday 25 May 1940

Sir, - The weather, as most of us know, has been very hot,
and none I should think realise it more and unnecessarily so
than the park-keepers in the Royal parks, who are to be seen
with closely-buttoned-up frock coats, double-breasted, and
made of thick cloth, and with stiff caps on their heads.

At Surbiton, a trainload of refugees from Amsterdam, who
travelled from a West Country port, arrived on Saturday
evening. They were under the care of the London County
Council, and buses took them to the Canadian School at
Bushy Park. An elderly man, his eyes filled with tears,
seemed overcome by the welcome, and he said to a “Surrey
Advertiser” reporter:- “This is like being in heaven after what
we have been through. Our sea voyage took us two days.”

Could not a reform be introduced and serge jackets like the
police wear issued. - Your obedient servant, H B Evans,
Teddington, July 12 1901.
This may have been sent by Henry Barnard Evans, a clerk,
born in Islington in 1850. In the 1870s his family moved to
Teddington, and in 1881 and 1891 they were living in Fairfax
Road. By 1901 three of his sisters were living in Manor Road,
while Henry was lodging in Brighton at the time of the census.
Henry died in 1902.

The Canadian School referred to in the article is now the site
of Upper Lodge and its grounds. From 1915 until 1919 the
Canadian forces used it as a military hospital. In August 1919
the buildings were taken over by the London County Council
as a residential school for the teaching of disadvantaged
children of London in “fresh air” and “healthy surroundings”.
The school was closed at the outbreak of war in 1939.
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Seeking a new membership secretary

2020 - 2021 Committee

We are seeking someone to be our next membership secretary. Pat
Dickinson will be retiring from the role at the next AGM in March 2021.
We would like to find someone who is able to learn from Pat for several
months prior to that date. The role involves keeping the membership
database up to date with new joiners, changes to member details and
fee payments. We have around 1,200 members.

President
Pieter Morpurgo
020 8977 3416
pieter.morpurgo@fbhp.org.uk

The role requires someone who is an organised administrator and who
will enjoy occasional contact with members. There is a small peak of
work around the turn of the year as new memberships commence and
as annual fees are renewed. The work will occupy a few hours per week
on average over the year. If you are interested please contact Colin
Muid, Chair of the Friends, 020 8941 2286 email chair@fbhp.org.uk

The Bargeway - book
There was such enthusiasm for John
Previte’s talk about the Barge Walk
at Normansfield Theatre last November
that he and I decided to respond to the
several requests for more information by creating a book covering both
the content of the talk and the ton of
extra material which John did not have
time to include. The result is now
available as a 110-page paperback
book which includes over 80 maps and
illustrations, and costs £7.50. It is on
sale in Priya’s Local (opposite Hampton
Wick Station) or online at the
Hampton Wick History website:
http://hamptonwickhistory.org.uk/the-bargeway-book.html
Ray Elmitt

Beehives in Bushy Park
After the bank holiday weekend in early May, Kate Canning and Ian
Cole who have beehives in the nature area in Bushy Park, and supply
honey for sale at the Visitor Centre, made the shocking discovery that
two of their colonies seemed to have been badly affected by chemicals.
This was later confirmed by an inspector from Defra’s National Bee Unit.
A representative of Natural England has since taken some of the dead
bees for further analysis.
Kate and Ian would be grateful to hear from anyone with information
that could help them discover the cause. They can be reached at
katec@canningfactory.com

Hampton Court Palace gardens reopen
Historic Royal Palaces has reopened the
gardens at Hampton Court to visitors. Prebooking is essential as entrance is for
ticket holders only. See www.hrp.org.uk/
hampton-court-palace/visit/tickets-andprices/ to check availability.

Chair
Colin Muid
chair@fbhp.org.uk
Vice chair
Barry Purdon
Treasurer
Adrian Heywood
treasurer@fbhp.org.uk
Secretary
Frederick Squire
Membership secretary
Pat Dickinson
112 Fairfax Road
Teddington
TW11 9BX
membership@fbhp.org.uk
Visitor Centre manager
Sue Robertson
Volunteer coordinator
Rosemary MacColl
rosemary.maccoll@fbhp.org.uk
Newsletter production
and distribution
Claire Ivison
David Ivison
newsletter@fbhp.org.uk
Other members of the committee
Iris Hawkes
Annie Murray
Walks and talks
Jane Cliff
020 8287 4609
walksandtalks@fbhp.org.uk

https://www.facebook.com/
FriendsBushyAndHomeParks/
Electronic newsletter
We would encourage as many Friends as
possible to sign up to receive the quarterly
newsletter electronically. Please email your
request to newsletter@fbhp.org.uk
If you have any comments about this
newsletter or information you would like to
share with us you can email
newsletter@fbhp.org.uk

Colin Muid
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